Kordero ng Diyos
Fr. M.V. Francisco

E E/G# AM7 G#m7 F#m7 B7

E E/G# AM7 AM7/G# F#m7

D#dim7 G#7 C#m7 F#/Bb Bsus4 B7 E

D#dim7 G#7 C#m7 F#/Bb Bsus4 B7 E

Bbm7 BbM7/A Gm C Cm7 F7

Bbm7 Bbm7 BbM7/Bbm7 Dm7-Dm7/C-G/B Gm7 C7

F F/A BM7 Am7 Gm7 C FM7

note: piano/keyboard play the same progression of the intro, at the first beat of "an" but a sharp higher
(while the singers keep their count) and ends in F.
Bass Guitar lines are the notes (next to the chords) after the "/".
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